Abstract-We discuss an extension of a scheme recently sequence of actions that gives the best performance according proposed for multi-agent control of large-scale networks, like to an objective function is determined. The first action of this power networks, road traffic networks, water networks, etc. The sequence is implemented after which the subnetwork evolves original scheme uses serial sequences of agent interactions that sequenew istpe a fterowhchce isu twrkev under some assumptions make agents locally choose actions that to an tndthe next control cyclei are globally optimal. However, some weaknesses of the approach For making the predictions within a certain control cycle, appear when applied to large-scale networks. We identify these each agent uses a model of its subnetwork. Since the physical weaknesses and propose, for problems with a tree-structured subnetworks together form the overall network, e.g., due to problem topology, an improvement based on parallelization of flows going from one subnetwork to another, the models of the serial scheme. With an example we illustrate and compare the local subnetworks depend on the models of other subthe schemes.
, [6] . An iteration consists of control agent has to locally determine actions to the actuators each agent performing one step, involving local computations in its own subnetwork that give the best overall network only. After each agent has performed its step in an iteration, performance, using information from sensors in its own information is exchanged, and the next iteration can be subnetwork and communication with other agents [1] , [2] , started. One approach for such a scheme is based on a [3] . We assume that agents are at least semi-cooperative, in decomposition of an augmented Lagrange formulation of the the sense that the agents may have information that they do g g g overall control problem [7] . A typical approach to perform not want to share with other agents, but that in order to reach this decomposition is by using an auxiliary problem principle desired performance the agents realize that they will have to [5] , [6] . The [4] has been uses a block coordinate descent [7] . This approach has been introduced as a strategy for agents to determine their actions used before for the unit commitment problem in power sysin a single-layer multi-agent setting [5] . In an MPC strat-tems [8] , and has recently been introduced in the context of egy, at each control cycle, an agent solves an optimization multi-agent MPC [9] . The block coordinate descent results in problem that finds the best local actions to apply to its a serial scheme: one agent at a time performs computations. local subnetwork over a certain prediction horizon under a For small networks, the serial approach has shown preferable set of constraints. The agent performs its optimization by properties compared to the parallel approach in terms of making predictions on the evolution of the subnetwork under decision-making speed and accuracy [9] . Indeed, as we will see, our approach relies are local inputs, and gi = [gik,... gik+N-]T and hi = on forming a tree-shaped communication structure between [hi,k, ... , hi,k+N-l ]T are local equality and inequality conagents and passing of desired values for variables from straints, respectively. In a similar way, we define variables parents to children, and information about optimality from win,i,i as interconnecting inputs and 00ut ji as interconnecting children to parents, as also is the case in ADOPT. However, outputs. These variables are used to define the interconnectour approach considers a significantly different problem class ing constraints (4) between subnetworks i and j. Matrix than techniques used in the field of DCOP. In particular:
C1,i is an interconnecting output selection matrix that selects . DCOP addresses distributed solution of problems in-which local variables of subnetwork i are interconnecting volving discrete variables and constraints between these, outputs with respect to subnetwork j. The equality conwhereas our approach addresses problems involving straints (2) include the predictions of the subnetwork dynamcontinuous variables and constraints between these.
ics, e.g., equations of the form Xk+l,i = fi(xi,k,uk,win,i,k), * DCOP approaches are typically based on ideas from where ft is the prediction model for subnetwork i, while hi the field of integer and discrete programming, e.g., mainly contains domain constraints on the local states and branch-and-bound methods. The approach we propose is inputs. Note furthermore that the overall objective function based on Lagrange theory, is developed for continuous defined in (1) consists of the combination of the local programming problems, and includes well-established objective functions of each agent. So, each agent has only results for convergence to optimal solutions. local goals, like minimizing local flows and inputs.
A. Problem topology
When all agents have determined that they should stop, To make the structure of an overall control problem more the agents implement their actions. The agents use a set clear and see how parallelization can be used, we introduce of attributes to store information, and tokens and flags to the concept of a problem topology. Given the decomposition determine what to do. of the overall control problem into subproblems (e.g., based 1) Attributes: Agent i solving the subproblem of node i on geographical areas), a problem topology is the unique has access to the following attributes of node i: undirected graph representing the dependencies of subprob-. The neighbors attribute 4 is the set of nodes to which lems on one another. Each node represents a subproblem, node i has an edge, i.e., _4 {j (i, j) C 6}. This set while an edge between two nodes indicates that the two is initialized at the beginning of the first control cycle subproblems represented by the nodes depend on each other. and stays fixed over further control cycles. A grouping Since any subproblem depends on itself, self-dependence of the neighbors is made using two attributes: edges are not considered. For a given decomposition of the The parent attribute Pi refers to the node j C J4 that overall problem, the associated problem topology is simply had its subproblem solved right before the node i's found by placing edges between any two nodes representing subproblem was considered. The children attribute W subproblems that depend on each other.
is the set of all nodes except the parent node, i.e., There are different types of problem topologies, differing Wi = 4 \ {Pi}. The parent and children attribute are in additional assumptions made on the set of edges 6.
set when an agent performs its first computation in the Throughout the paper, we assume:
first iteration of the first control cycle, after which they Assumption 2.1: The problem topology under considerastay constant over all further iterations and cycles. tion is a tree topology, i.e., a connected topologies without . The local optimality attribute LOi indicates whether or any cycles. not the agent of node i has made its decision on the local Although this assumption is somewhat restrictive, before variables and interconnecting variables. This attribute is being able to determine how to parallelize general topologies, updated at the end of Phase 2 of each iteration. The local we first have to understand how to do this for tree topologies.
stopping criterion for agent i is given by max v( ||oo < Once this is understood, the approach used may be extended 8, where v) is a vector with the evaluations of the to deal with cycles and therefore general topologies. Also, in interconnecting constraints in which variables of agent practice it may be possible to construct a tree topology from i are involved.
a general topology by grouping the subproblems causing the . The subgroup optimality attribute SGOi indicates non-tree structure, i.e., cycles, into one subproblem. whether or not the agent of node i has local optimality B. Decision-making schemes and all its children have the subgroup optimality attribute positively set, i.e., SGOi = LOi A (Ajcz. SGOj),
As mentioned in Section I, the decision-making schemes with A1~5G01 true. This attribute is updated after that we consider operate by performing at each control Jthelcoptimality attribute hb updated. cycle a number of iterations. The iterations terminate when a stopping criterion is satisfied, after which actions are 2) Tokens andflags: To indicate which agents are solving implemented and the next cycle is started. We consider as their subproblems, we introduce the concept of a compuoverall stopping condition tation token. The computation token allows the agent that has a token to perform computations related to solving its llVl100 ' element of v. The stopping criterion is thus an upper bound 3) Local optimality determination: When the stopcondition on the difference between values that different determination flag is positively set for an agent, the agent agents want to assign to interconnecting variables, e.g., on has to determine whether or not its local solution satisfies how much flow should go from one subnetwork into another. the stopping condition. For this to be possible, we have the The condition is more accurate with 8 approaching zero. following.
By varying 8 a trade-off is made between the accuracy of Lemma 2.2: The agents can in a distributed way deterthe solution and the number of iterations required before mine whether the overall stopping condition is satisfied using termination, local stopping conditions. Each iteration can be split into two phases:
Proof: The infinity norm involved in the overall stop-* Phase 1 is an optimization phase in which the agents ping condition (6) Agent i has to solve the subproblem of node i. Agent 1 starts the iterations by receiving the computation token. Fig. 1 Agent 1 has not yet received the subgroup optimality control problem, if for a node i C Y each of its neighbors information from agent 4, so it sends the computation token j C J4 has the subgroup optimality flag positively set, i.e., to 4. Agent 4 receives the token and takes actions to obtain SGOj = true, and if its local optimality flag is set, i.e., the required information from its children. Ultimately, 1 LOi = true, then the solution of the overall problem has been receives from 4 the subgroup optimality information. Agent 1 reached within the specified accuracy.
then has received updated subgroup optimality information Proof: Since all neighbors of node i have the subgroup from all its children and evaluates its own local stopping optimality flag positively set, the children of these neighbors criterion and subgroup optimality. and children of children, and so on, also have the subgroup
The iterations continue until all agents have the local optimality flag positively set. Since the subgroup optimality stopping criterion satisfied. Using Proposition 2.3 agent 1 flag of a node can only be positively set if the node has local determines whether a next iteration has to be started, or optimality, all children and children of children, etc. have whether the agents can implement their determined actions.o solved their local subproblems. Thus, together with local optimality of node i, all nodes will have local optimality. The serial scheme just illustrated has some drawbacks:
Furthermore, due to the convexity of the overall control . only one agent is computing at a time, making iterations problem, the overall solution has been reached. * take a long time when there are many agents;
The optimization problem defined by (1)- (5) is convex, when . even when an agent has local optimality, it will keep on the functions Jt and hi are convex and the functions gt are performing its local optimization, even though its soluaffine. A typical situation like this occurs when quadratic tion already satisfies the stopping condition, therewith local objective functions are taken (e.g., obtained as secondincreasing running time;
order approximation of a nonlinear objective function) with . iterations are always done over the whole group of linear prediction models for the subnetwork dynamics (e.g., agents, even though parts of the group may already have obtained as linearization of a nonlinear model of the dynamreached local or even subgroup optimality. ics), defined over variables that take on their values from In the next section we propose an extension of the original closed convex sets of real numbers.
scheme, whic that addresses these drawbacks.
IV. PARALLELIZATION OF THE SERIAL SCHEME within this group the serial scheme can be performed. U
We propose an extension of the serial approach based on Example 3.1 revisited We reconsider Example 3.1, now parallelization. With parallelization instead of having one using the parallelized serial approach. Figure lb shows agent at a time solving its subproblem, there are multiple the schematics of the order in which agents work. Agent agents at the same time working on different subproblems. 1 starts by receiving the computation token. It solves its Instead of having one group of agents over which the serial subproblem and sends the results of this to agents 2 and scheme iterates, there are several groups in which the serial 4. To determine subgroup optimality agent 1 has to receive scheme iterates in parallel.
subgroup optimality from these agents. By Proposition 4.1 it Problems can be solved in parallel when they are indepen-sends a computation token to each of its two children. Thus, dent of each other. By Assumption 2.1 the problem topology 2 and 4 each receive a computation token. They solve their is connected, which means that indirectly all subproblems local problems and send the obtained information to their in the problem topology depend on each other. However, neighbors, i.e., agent 3, and agents 3 and 5, respectively. To while the agents are performing their iterations to find a determine subgroup optimality they have to obtain subgroup solution to the overall problem, the subproblems do become optimality from their children. Agent 2 has no children. independent as information from locally solved problems Therefore, agent 2 determines subgroup optimality and rebecomes available, since within an iteration agents determine turns this information to 1. However, agent 4 has children, the values of their local variables once, after which they keep so by Proposition 4.1 it sends computation tokens to these. these values fixed throughout the current iteration. Moreover,
In the meantime, agent 1 has received the subgroup optiafter an agent decides on local optimality, it will keep its mality information of 2. However, since 1 has not received variables fixed, also over future iterations of the current this information of 4 yet, its stop-determination flag is still cycle. Thus, the independency holds either only within the false. It cannot yet proceed to determine on its own subgroup current iteration or also over all future iterations of the optimality and decide whether or not to start a new iteration. current cycle. We have:
When agent 4 has received the subgroup optimality inforProposition 4.1: For a tree topology, after an agent has mation of 5 and 6, it determines its own subgroup optimality solved its local subproblem, its children can solve their and sends the result to its parent, 1. Agent 1 has then a subproblems in parallel within the current iteration.
positive stop-determination flag; thus, it decides on whether Proof: When agent i has solved its local subproblem, or not to start a new iteration. Since no agent has concluded the values it has determined for its variables, including the local optimality, 1 starts a new iteration. interconnecting variables, are fixed for the current iteration.
Suppose that after some iterations agent 4 reaches local Thus given these fixed values the subproblem of each child optimality. The values of its interconnecting variables will j C Wi will be independent of the subproblem of agent stay fixed over the following iterations. It notifies this to i. Furthermore, due to the tree topology assumption, all all its neighbors, therewith indicating that these neighbors subproblems of the descendants of child j are independent of should also not update their interconnecting variables with the descendants of each other child k C Wi \ {j}. Therefore, respect to agent 4 anymore. The only task remaining for 4 the children of agent i can solve their problems in parallel. is to inform its parent of subgroup optimality, such that at However, the group of agents representing the subproblems some point the stop-determination flag of its parent will be in the branches leaving the current node cannot be separated true, therewith allowing its parent to also determine subgroup completely, since at the next Each of the agents solving the subproblems of the children will still be met. Due to the tree topology assumption, of 4 will get similar roles as agent 1. They know that their the branches leaving from node i are not connected to parent, 4, has local optimality, and that it will therefore not each other and therefore represent independent subproblems change the values of its interconnecting variables and not (given the fixed variables of the node i). Therefore each of send them further updates. The agents of the children of the subproblems of the children of node i can be solved 4 continue solving the subproblems of their branches and in parallel, in the current iteration and for future iterations report to 4 when they have reached subgroup optimality. Of the current cycle. So, the group of agents solving the When agent 4 receives this information, it sends this to its subproblems in the branches of node i can be grouped, and parent, ultimately leading to stopping of the iterations. o1 view, and pointed out some flaws in the serial scheme that make decision making slow down when applied to large-9 2i) @ (0) scale networks. For tree-structured problem topologies with convex overall problems as solution to this we have proposed Fig. 2 : Problem topology for 10 subnetwork problem with parallelization of the serial scheme. We have illustrated our disturbances in subnetwork 1 and 9.
approach with an example, that showed the speed up of the parallelized approach in a simulation study. agent 1 study, the agents of 10 subnetworks control the adjustment RFRNE of generation after a load change in subnetwork 2 and 9.
